
Job description: part-time workshop assistant

Join our workshop team
We are looking for an ordered, and trustworthy person to join our workshop team in St Albans. It’s an 
important role as every order is unique and every order needs to be prepared and packed perfectly every 
time. Part-time roles can lead to full time positions. 

Primary role:
To help cut to size, assemble and pack the components of the ON&ON Shelving System, ensuring that 
ON&ON’s customers receive every system perfectly. 

Key activities:
- prepare, assemble and pack customers orders ready for dispatch
- assemble orders with the greatest of care and ensuring orders are prepared with 100% accuracy 
- using electrical power tools, compressed air tools, hand tools, material handling
machinery within health and safety guidelines.
- ensure data regarding customer orders is up to date and accurate
- receive, check and store deliveries of stock. 
- maintain the cleanliness and tidiness of the workshop
- depending on workloads, workshop assistants may be requested to assist the installation team on site
- be flexible if required to perform other tasks when requested

The role requires:
- focus on the quality and care of assembly for every customer order
- the ability to work as part of a growing team in the workshop
- to work closely with the planning and installation teams to ensure that every order is packed perfectly 
and ready for dispatch on-time
- some previous workshop/manufacturing or making experience is preferred  
- the ability to follow picking lists and be able to read technical drawings 
- to liase with the planning & installation team
- a consistent, thorough and meticulous approach

The workshop assistant will be:
- Interested in design-led furniture or products
- have experience working in a workshop or similar 
- have a creative or design related background or qualification
- ordered, neat and tidy
- practical and coordinated
- good at basic mental arithmetic
- good humoured and trustworthy
- informal but 100% professional

Interested in applying? 
Please send us your CV and a covering letter via email to Studio@madebyonandon.com


